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Abstract: The forestry sector has been significantly affected by the recent advances in geomatics.
Photogrammetric aerial acquisitions provide full coverage of forests, making possible a wall-to-
wall mapping of the main forestry key variables, such as tree height and tree density, needed
for forest planning and management purposes. This work summarizes the role that digital aerial
photogrammetry (DAP) is expected to have in the forest planning context and analyzes the main
products from DAP that are significantly required. According to their technical features, some
strategies are proposed to program acquisitions in order to consciously set operational parameters
needed for obtaining accuracy of measures compliant with forest planning requirements. Admitting
that, in most cases, forest planners externalize DAP acquisitions to flying companies, the authors
propose simple strategies for making an ex-post evaluation of flight conditions through a conscious
processing of the external orientation parameters of images resulting after the bundle adjustment.
Theoretical aspects are exemplified with reference to a practical case study relying on an aerial
acquisition that, in 2019, the Canavese Forestry Consortium (NW Italy) made to support the ongoing
redaction of its new forest plans. Finally, some economic concerns are presented to demonstrate the
capability of this technique to absorb the most of costs associated with ground surveys, especially
when large areas have to be investigated. In particular, about 66% of cost savings were found when
comparing DAP-based forest mapping to traditional forest inventory strategies.

Keywords: aerial photogrammetry; forest plan; forest inventory; photogrammetric points cloud;
ortho-mosaic; product requirements in forestry

1. Introduction

A wide variety of products and services provided by forests require the strengthening
of the production chain to economically guarantee tangible and intangible benefits. The
main weaknesses appear to concern forest management and harvesting sectors [1,2] where
it is, therefore, important to encourage the implementation and integration of information
and communication technologies [3]. The systematic adoption of new technologies by
forest companies, technicians, owners and managers can be achieved only if proper tools
are supplied. These are expected: (i) to perform complex analyses of forest and territorial
data according to easy and economically convenient approaches; (ii) to generate reliable
information through the adoption of standardized and reproducible procedures, aimed
at guaranteeing transparency of decisions; (iii) to improve interactions among the main
players of the forestry sector (technicians, policy makers, local communities). An almost
complete knowledge of existing forest resources is basic for a technically oriented and
optimal policy addressed to applying holistic (multifunctional) forest management [4].
From this point of view, geographical data and Geomatics can play a fundamental role [5,6].
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It is a fact that the forestry sector, like many others related to environmental management,
has been significantly affected by the recent advances in Geomatics. Technologies like GNSS
(Global Navigation Satellite Systems) for precise positioning of ground observations, aerial
and satellite remote sensing and digital photogrammetry for mapping both geometry and
properties of forests, and GIS (Geographical Information System) for synthesizing all the
information and making decisions are currently widely used tools in the forestry context,
especially for addressing future management choices and planning interventions [2]. A
great variety of applications exists concerning different scales of analysis. It is worth
reminding here of the rigorous definition that Geomatics gives to the concepts of “small”
and “large” scale maps. A small scale is that needed to map wide areas, where the detail
level (resolution) is expected to be lower (e.g., 1:100,000). A large scale is that used when
detailed maps of limited areas are required to focus on specific territorial elements (e.g.,
1:2500). As far as applications are concerned, these range from management tasks, aiming at
supporting forest and environmental planning, to analytical applications such as estimation
of spatially distributed features (e.g., biomass), clustering, or modelling of environmental
phenomena [7–11].

The introduction into the market of medium-low-cost airborne imaging systems has
significantly enriched the survey of vegetated areas. These new technologies can provide
both spectral and geometric information for large areas, enormously improving the or-
dinary and traditional surveying methods. In particular, digital aerial photogrammetry
(hereinafter called DAP) is proposing new operational scenarios for measurement of mor-
phometric and structural parameters of forest stands or individual trees [12,13]. Presently,
photogrammetric measures represent one of the most accurate and fastest tools to estimate
forest geometric parameters over wide areas with large scale mapping capability. In partic-
ular, survey speed determines a significant reduction of costs related to ordinary ground
measures, suggesting an extensive adoption of this technique in the forestry sector that is,
notoriously, a low-income sector. Additionally, the availability of low cost multispectral
sensors and medium-high geometric resolution satellite imagery (e.g., Copernicus Sentinel
2) makes possible an integration of spectral information with aerial surveys to generate
a more complete knowledge of tree features [14,15], proposing a new paradigm for land
management [16]. The success of the ongoing technology transfer process relies on the ac-
quisition of proper native data from DAP or remote sensing (RS). This requires an adequate
level of scientific consciousness of digital photogrammetry and positioning that, presently,
appears as missing [17,18]. The ordinary workflows that DAP software accomplishes, in
most cases, hides this lack of consciousness from unskilled users, making derived measures
unreliable.

With these premises, this work is exactly intended to present a comprehensive analysis
of the expected approach that one should apply when using DAP for forestry purposes. In
particular, it supplies a sort of “how-to” document where all technical choices underlying
flight planning for DAP are motivated according to the expected target. Furthermore, a
preliminary economic comparison is given between traditional and DAP-based survey
approaches. The paper is not a review, but is specifically intended to define general “best”
practices for DAP adoption in the forestry sector, that appear to be often neglected while
programming and operating flights for deriving the structural parameters of forests. To
make theoretical discussions clearer and presenting practical effects that conscious choices
can determine in arriving at results, a case study is used. It is worth highlighting that the
case study is not the focus point of this paper; it is merely used to generate numbers that
are expected to support the reader’s interpretation of the work, thus improving his/her
consciousness of the discussed issues.

According to this idea, the paper first summarizes the role that DAP is expected
to have in the forest planning context and analyzes the main products from DAP that
are mainly required. According to their technical features some strategies are proposed
to program acquisitions in order to consciously set operational parameters needed for
obtaining accuracy of measures compliant with forest planning requirements. Admitting
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that in most cases forest planners externalize DAP acquisitions to flying companies, the
authors propose simple strategies for giving an ex-post evaluation of flight conditions
through a conscious processing of the external orientation parameters of images resulting
after bundle adjustment. Finally, some economical concerns are given to demonstrate the
capability of this technique of absorbing most of the costs associated with ground surveys,
especially when large areas have to be investigated.

Expected Role of Photogrammetry in Forest Planning

DAP in forestry is mainly thought to reduce ground survey-related costs, improving
the precision and spatial continuity of estimates and frequency of surveys. These issues
appear to be particularly interesting when developing new forest plans (FP) [19]. DAP can
provide full coverage of a territory making possible a wall-to-wall mapping of key forestry
variables (tree height, density and count) that are useful for forest planning and manage-
ment purposes. This peculiarity makes it highly effective if compared with traditional
ground plot-based surveys. The first examples of aerial imagery utilization for forestry
purposes date back to the beginning of the 1920s [20,21]. Especially, three-dimensional (3D)
data, needed to describe tree/canopy height, have shown a great potential in forest inven-
tories (FI) [22]. In the past 20 years, airborne laser scanning (ALS) has been widely used
for forest inventories and has become the standard data source in many countries [23–27].
Nevertheless, ALS systems are expensive, making them cost-effective only if used over very
large areas [28]. Consequently, photogrammetric-based approaches have become popular
as an alternative technique to obtain 3D information on forest structure, offering significant
cost savings [29]. Photogrammetry is known to suffer from some limitations mainly related
to the possibility of describing solely the upper layer of forests, limiting ground information
that can be obtained only to where large vegetation gaps are present. Nevertheless, pre-
existing data describing the under-tree ground surface, possibly from past ALS acquisitions,
can be used to fill this gap. This type of data integration has been thoroughly discussed
by [12], stressing its potential for cost-effective forest inventory and FP updates. In spite
of the proven complementarity of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and photogram-
metry [30,31], some recent attempts have been made to derive relevant metrics for forest
inventory totally based on terrestrial and aerial photogrammetry [32–35]. Photogrammetry
was also used for forest health monitoring [36–38], species classification [37], biodiversity
assessments [39,40] and tree stability evaluation [15]. Inventories based on DAP can be
referred to as enhanced forest inventories (EFI). They have proved to be particularly helpful
in FP [41]. With respect to traditional forest inventories, EFIs provide some advantages,
mostly related to structural forest characterization. DAP data for EFIs are increasingly
becoming adopted and utilized in forest management as reference approaches to improve
inventory content, as well as bridging gaps between strategic, tactical, and operational
levels [42]. In Italy, ordinarily, FPs are regulated by regional laws and the planned forest
areas (PFA) are defined and managed according to silvicultural prescriptions. PFA are
mapped according to the prevailing forest utilization (e.g., timber production, natural
protection, recreational). This tessellation criterion requires a ground survey for each forest
stand aimed at measuring the main forest metrics. This is the most expensive operation in
the FP framework, being highly time consuming. In fact, operators have to move across
large and impervious areas looking for proper stands where metrics can be assumed to be
representative of a wider part of the forest. Observations from ground surveys are used
on which to base technical interventions that represent an important part of FP. With these
premises, DAP should play a key role in improving economic saving [42].

This work is aimed at reviewing and structuring the DAP role within FP in the
framework of a dendro-metric data survey, with special concern for the effectiveness and
costs of the process. A sort of how-to discussion is presented about requirements, expected
processing procedures and products of DAP in the forestry context, based on the authors’
previous experiences. These general issues were exemplified with reference to an operative
case study supporting the development of a new FP by the Canavese Forestry Consortium
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(Piemonte Region, NW Italy). It is not the authors’ intention to compare the precision of
ground- and DAP-based surveys, since they retain that no dendro-metric measure from
DAP can be assumed as reliable if not properly calibrated through adequate ground plots.
No discussion is given of the abandonment of ground surveys; on the contrary, the authors
long for a proper integration of ground surveys with DAP. From this point of view the
expected added value from DAP will be the reduction (not elimination) of the number of
ground plots and a higher completeness of forest stands description. Consequently, the
only comparison here proposed is the economic one that is intended to supporting the
convenience of a proper technology transfer of DAP to the FP sector. The precision of
DAP-based surveys can be assumed to be that estimated during the DAP measurement
calibration step, relying on comparison with the reference ground plots.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Photogrammetric Products Useful for Forestry Applications

Several experiences were reported in the literature regarding DAP-based forest ap-
plications. They mostly deal with the exploitation of Digital Surface Models (DSM) and
ortho-mosaic for forest inventory [12,34]. These, in fact, are the basic data that DAP
provides, supporting most deductions. The authors are aware that the most advanced
applications of LiDAR and DAP rely not exactly on DSM and ortho-mosaic exploitation, but
on the direct processing of point clouds to obtain forest estimates. Nevertheless, currently
in Italy the operational/productive sector is still referring to and requiring more easy and
accessible outputs than heavy point clouds. DSM and ortho-mosaics, from this point of
view, appear to be more compliant with users’ community requirements. Consequently,
given the explicit goal of this paper of being a how-to guide for best practices in the forestry
operational/production field, the authors have preferred to focus on these two products
from DAP. It is worth reminding that DSM are raster data obtained by regularization of
point clouds, whose Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) strictly depends on point cloud den-
sity (points/m2). DSM and Digital Terrain Models (DTM) are the basis of Canopy Height
Models (CHM) computation [43,44]. They are obtained by grid differencing comparing
a DSM and a DTM. In general, it can be assumed that, in forests, DTM does not change
quickly over time, giving a representation of the ground surface height over longer times.
On the contrary, DSM, mapping the top of the trees’ height, is expected to change with
vegetation cycles and age. This situation makes it possible to admit that the generation of
a new DSM can be enough for an updated mapping of CHM. In fact, a new DSM can be
compared with a previously existing DTM to generate sufficiently accurate estimates of
updated forest geometries. This assumption is basic when working with DSM from DAP,
since there is no chance of having other information on the forests if not the one related
to the very top of the canopy; no multiplane forest stand can be reasonably mapped by
DAP, that, therefore, can be successfully used only in monoplane stands. For other, more
complex, situations, aerial LiDAR still remains the reference technique [45,46]. Under these
constraints, CHM represents a common tool to derive tree parameters. Starting from a
CHM, tree apex detection is, in general, the first step to be achieved. Two main types of
algorithms are commonly adopted based on local operators (sliding windows) in charge
of looking for CHM local maxima [47]. Once local maxima have been identified, image
segmentation algorithms [48], centered around those points, can be adopted to border
single tree crowns. Ordinarily, a local-maxima approach is adopted to count trees and to
obtain the correspondent height estimate from CHM. To obtain additional information on
tree crown, e.g., minimum/maximum crown height, crown radius, crown width, crown
shape, segments from segmentation are needed. It has to be considered that segmentation
is highly sensitive to its threshold parameters, making crown delineation poorly reliable. In
general, multiple trials have to be carried out to find the optimal value, whose identification
strictly depends on the a priori silvicultural knowledge of the area. Additionally, DSM is
needed to generate image ortho-mosaics from native acquisitions [49]. In the forestry sector,
true color or multi-spectral ortho-mosaics are mainly useful to recover information about
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land cover and supporting photointerpretation of land features (e.g., forest and pastures
tares). Diameter at-the-breast height (DBH) and wood volume (WV) are fundamental
silvicultural measures used for characterizing trees. DBH is needed to compute WV or to
estimate above ground biomass. Aerial survey cannot provide this information directly and
allometric functions relating DBH, or WV, with other easy-to-measure dendro-metric pa-
rameters (e.g., tree height), are required. These models, commonly used in forestry [50,51],
rely on regressive functions calibrated using ground data and relating tree morphometric
parameters (e.g., DBH, WV, tree height, crown width) [52]. An example is reported in
Figure 1 where tree height, as retrieved by DAP, is assumed as predictor of WV. According
to EFI approaches, proper allometric models can be used to derive DBH and WV from
tree height [53]. Some limitations still persist mainly related to tree counting. Conversely,
tree height as computable from CHM proved to be more accurate than that from ordinary
ground surveys. DAP allows the computation of tree height value with an accuracy (σh)
generally higher than that of ground surveys [54].
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2.2. Programming the Flight

The identification of the most suitable sensors, in terms of spectral and geometric
characterization of forests, has great importance when moving from the research to the
operational/economic. Ongoing technological advance has drastically reduced the cost of
sensors, making them consistent with small and medium-sized companies’ economic re-
quirements. The market offers many choices for sensors, ranging from ordinary cameras to
specifically mapping devoted examples (e.g., Vexcel Ultracam Leica DMC, etc.). Even if the
latter show technical features enormously better than ordinary digital cameras, these could
not be entirely appreciated in the forestry sector where a decametric precision is needed to
make a measure exceptional. Since they are commonly associated with a cost level signifi-
cantly higher than that of ordinary digital cameras, their adoption in the forestry field, from
a technological transfer point of view, is limited. Consequently, in this work, the authors
focused on ordinary digital cameras, assuming them to be consistent with the cost level
associated with FP. Currently, most Red Green Blue (RGB) cameras (reflex type and fixed
focal length, particularly) have technical features that fully satisfy aerial photogrammetric
survey requirements in forestry, where morphometric characterization of single trees is now
possible, as proved by several experiences in the literature [15,53,55], with a proper level of
precision (more than 90% of tree detection accuracy). The definition of a repeatable and
standardized method for planning and operating acquisitions is mandatory to guarantee
data integration and satisfactory accuracy requirements. The planning step of the flight
is, consequently, basic in order to ensure proper acquisitions [56,57]. In particular, the fol-
lowing conditions have to be guaranteed: (a) a proper geometric resolution of images, that
has to be consistent with the minimum size of targets to be detected; (b) an adequate geo-
metric scheme of block acquisition ensuring the target precision of the final measures;
(c) a proper chromatic/spectral content has to be recorded depending on the chemi-
cal/physical properties that one wants to describe. Image geometric resolution, or GSD,
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defines the pixel size at the ground. Even if the major requirement is that GSD is consistent
with the minimum mapping unit one has to detect, it also conditions the planimetric and
altimetric accuracy of measures obtainable from the adjusted image block [58]. GSD can be
computed according to Equation (1):

GSD =
H
f
·p (1)

where H is the above ground level flying height (AGL), f the focal length of the camera and
p the size of the physical pixel (detector) of the camera. f and p are fixed once the sensor has
been selected, while H is an operational parameter that has to be opportunely tuned when
planning the flight. As far as geometric conditions of acquisitions are concerned, one has to
consider that they directly affect both the efficiency of the Structure from Motion-Multiple
View Stereo (SfM-MVS) [59] algorithms operating within photogrammetric software, and
the precision of the obtainable measures. SfM-MVS algorithms are at the basis of tie points
and dense cloud generation in modern software for digital photogrammetry. Their effi-
ciency strictly depends on the degree of similarity that stereoscopic images show. This
is higher when the overlap (both forward and side) is larger (shorter baselines and strip
distance), making neighbor images more similar. This greatly favors image correlation
algorithms used by SfM-MVS, permitting the detection of a greater number of homolo-
gous points. This is desirable during the image alignment step and during dense cloud
generation. Unfortunately, short baselines are known to compromise vertical precision (Z
coordinate) of point measures. The theoretical vertical precision (σz) for measures from
oriented image blocks can, in fact, be computed by Equation (2) [60]:

σz =
H2

f ·B σp (2)

where H is the AGL height, B the baseline, f the camera focal length and σp the expected
uncertainty in measuring image coordinates over the focal plane (a fraction of the physical
pixel ranging between 0.2–0.5) [15].

For completeness of this discussion, one has to notice that SfM-MVS algorithms
operate with not completely transparent computational steps, which moves actual accuracy
estimates from the theoretical in unpredictable ways. Consequently, the a priori estimates of
σz by Equation (2), based on a traditional photogrammetric approach working with nadiral
acquisitions, has to be assumed as purely indicative. Nevertheless, previous experiences
of the authors demonstrate that the estimated σz values were not so far from the actual
ones [14,15] derived comparing tree heights from DAP to references ones obtained by
ground surveys. Moreover, we have also to state that SfM-MVS algorithm proved to be
high performing when oblique images are processed. In this case also, σz estimate escapes
from the ordinary equations of traditional photogrammetry, making difficult to obtain
a reliable a priori estimate. Since theoretical horizontal and vertical accuracies can be
estimated before the flight, flying conditions can be tuned to satisfy metric requirements. In
the forestry sector, to guarantee a proper consistency between DAP measures and existing
maps, horizontal accuracy has to be higher than that expected for the map scale the work is
intended for. It is worth remembering that the theoretical precision of a map, in Italy, can be
set as equal to 0.2 mm at the scale of the map [61]. Consequently, a 1:1000 scale map and a
1:2000 scale map have an “expected” horizontal accuracy of 0.1 and 0.2 m, respectively. On
the contrary, the vertical accuracy of measures from DAP, in forestry, has to be minimally
consistent with that obtainable though ordinary ground measures. These, generally, are
obtained using a hypsometer, i.e., an optical-mechanic lightweight instrument exploiting
trigonometry to recover tree height. Precision is known to range between 1 and 5 m [53,62].
This makes it possible to desire a vertical accuracy of measurements from DAP (σz) smaller
than 2 m. Concerning GSD, no optimal value can be set a priori in the agro-forestry sector,
since this strictly depends on the application [63]. GSD must therefore be related to the
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expected forest features, such as tree crown geometry and size. GSD can be referred to
both native images and DSM. The first, more directly related to the final ortho-mosaics
(GSDo), is important to guarantee an adequate interpretability of forest stands. The second,
related to DSM (GSDd), is the one that most dendro-metric measures rely on. GSDd can
be reasonably admitted as being larger than GSDo, resulting from the regularization of
the dense cloud that is generated by image intersection within photogrammetric software.
Since points belonging to dense clouds are a subset of all image pixels, GSDD has to be
necessarily larger than GSDo. Consequently, GSDd is the most critical factor that has to
be taken into account when programming the flight. The following considerations can
be made: tree crowns can be assumed as varying between 12 m2 and 150 m2; their shape
strictly depends on the stands one is going to survey. The shape can be considered with
reference to the front section of a paradigmatic tree crown representative of the stand.
Crown section can be approximated by a triangle having different apertures, depending
on tree species (minimally, broadleaves and conifers). When programming the flight, one
can focus on the height difference (∆h-Equation (3)) that corresponds to GSDD. ∆h can be
estimated considering the local average slope of the crown as schematically reported in
Figure 2.

∆h = GSDd· tan α (3)

where α is the local slope of the crown shape.
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Figure 2. (a) Broadleaf tree; (b) conifer tree; (c) ∆h is the height difference in crown geometry
corresponding to the GSD size of DSM/CHM (GSDd). It depends on the α value. Broadleaves show
α values reasonably ranging between 5◦ and 45◦, while for conifers this is greater than 45◦.

Generally, broadleaves crowns show sympodial form (i.e., ellipse like) determining
low α angles (high triangle aperture); conversely, conifers show monopodial form (i.e., cone
like) determining higher α angles [64–66]. Figure 2a,b schematically show this condition,
giving evidence of the geometric relationship between GSDd and ∆h. Figure 2c, instead,
shows the numerical relationship between them. Operationally speaking, if the whole
height variability of the tree crown has to be described, one has to guarantee that σz < ∆h.
It can be noticed that conifer stands require smaller GSDd, showing larger ∆h values. For
example, looking at Figure 2c and assuming σz = 2 m, a GSDd of about 1.2 m and a GSDd
of about 0.4 m are enough to completely describe crown geometry of broadleaves (α angle
generally < 45◦) and conifers (α angle generally > 45◦) stands, respectively. Once these
reference values have been set for GSDd, and taking into account a cautionary efficiency
of the SfM algorithm to generate dense clouds (e.g., one point every 10 image pixels), it
is possible to hypothesize a reasonable value for GSDo = GSDd/10. According to the
above-mentioned example, GSDo can be set at 0.12 m and 0.04 m for broadleaves and
conifers, respectively.

The chromatic/spectral content of data strictly depends on the sensor whose selection
is expected to be made according to the application one is going to face. An RGB true
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color image can be enough if a pure geometric survey is required for the mapping of
dendro-metric parameters. A multispectral sensor is needed if tree species classification, or
tree disease detection, are required; whereas, if the focus is on thermal anomalies mapping,
energy balances or evapotranspiration estimates, a thermal camera, possibly coupled with
a multispectral sensor, is the right choice [67–69]. Concerning data processing, when
approaching spectral measures with the aim of deriving quantitative information about
chemical/physical properties of surfaces (possibly comparable along time), one has to
consider that raw data from sensors could not be directly used; a radiometric calibration of
images is therefore mandatory to translate native spectral measures (quantized values of
incoming radiance) into at-the-ground reflectance (optical multispectral sensors) or land
surface temperatures (thermal cameras). Image radiometric calibration is expected to be
achieved before image block bundle adjustment is run. Some open questions concerning
the reliability of calibrated data from RPAS/airborne multispectral sensors are still to be
answered [18]. Generally, radiometric data pre-processing is achieved using software that
is supplied together with the sensor. This step involves the adoption, during the flight, of
calibrated panels or sun irradiance measurement units [70]. These approaches are known to
be approximated, thus excluding a rigorous recovery of at-the-ground reflectance. Furtherly,
some additional doubts persist about the spectral degradation that could affect data when
processed by photogrammetric software to obtain multispectral/thermal ortho-mosaics.

Time frequency of acquisitions is another key point in forestry. This defines the time
step between two consequent acquisitions. Higher values are expected if one has to monitor
forest stand dynamics (e.g., renovation, degradation). Differently, a single acquisition at the
right moment along the growing season can be enough to derive dendro-metric information.

Another operative consideration is related to the vehicle adopted to survey vegetated
areas by DAP (i.e., satellite, plane or remotely piloted aircraft system—RPAS). Its selection
mainly determines the surveyable area’s size. For example, high resolution satellite-based
stereo pairs can generate elevation models over large areas but their temporal resolution
is limited [49,71]. RPAS-based photogrammetric surveys are a very challenging issue,
especially in a forest context [67]. The RPAS low-cost increases the user community of
DAP surveyors. Unfortunately, due to battery autonomy, small areas can be surveyed
limiting drone-based DAP for forest inventory [72]. In this context, plane-based DAP seems
the most promising, since it guarantees a large area survey, fitting for forest inventory
purposes [73]. Unfortunately, this type of DAP is limited to specialized companies due to
the high cost of vehicles and skilled pilots.

2.3. Processing and Validating Data

DAP-based measures rely on the solution of images’ exterior orientation obtained by
bundle adjustment. This can be achieved by direct georeferencing if high accurate position
and attitude data (exterior orientation parameters, EO) are available from GNSS + IMU
(Inertial Measurement Unit) [74]. Unfortunately, this type of solution is associated with
very expensive systems that in general reflect on final cost for acquisition. Moreover, even
if operating by direct georeferencing, some surveyed ground points operating like GCPs
or check points are desirable to ensure reliability of direct position and attitude measures.
In DAP, low-cost applications (like those for forestry), direct georeferencing is often not
compliant, and EO values are obtained through the numerical solution of a system of
equations based on GCPs and Tie Points [75]. Given the reduced accuracy requirements
of forestry measures (around the meter) and the objective difficulty of walking through
large forested areas, it is highly desirable to avoid ground survey of GCPs. Consequently,
to reduce costs and speed up the process, GCPs can be obtained from official existing
geographical data having proper scale and accuracy. Stable territorial elements like building
corners, road crossings, plinths, backhoes, etc.. are proper points to be selected as candidates
for GCP. To further reduce times and efforts in data processing while validating numerical
estimates of EO parameters, an effective strategy of accuracy assessment can be adopted
relying on solely on GCPs. The leave-one-out procedure [76] can be a proper solution
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for this. This approach makes possible a generalization of precision values from GCP.
This is based on the selective and sequential exclusion of a single GCP to obtain different
bundle adjustment solutions, where the excluded GCP operates like a check point. The
correspondent positional error can be therefore assumed as the one associated with a
check point located in that position, and therefore used to generalize precision estimates of
adjustment outside GCPs. While estimating potential accuracy of DAP from an oriented
block, it is always desirable to consider separately horizontal and vertical components.
In general, accuracy is computed by RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error), MAE (Mean
Absolute Error) or standard error (SE). According to [77], MAE appears to be a more
robust estimator of the actual accuracy of a model with respect to RMSE. SE remains the
reference precision metric able to synthesize most of the error dispersion around its mean
value. Consequently, MAE or SE are the accuracy measures we suggest a further step
that the authors warmly suggest during data processing is the a posteriori validation of
flight requirements, especially when commissioning acquisitions from external companies.
This can be achieved by computing back the main flight parameters using the numerical
estimates of the EO parameters. During this step one should with caution take into
consideration maximum and minimum values of each parameter depending on the local
topography of the imaged area. Minimally, the authors suggest computing back the
following flight parameters: average baseline, average image overlaps (forward and side),
maximum and minimum image scale, maximum and minimum GSD, maximum and
minimum image footprint and the correspondent theoretical (expected) vertical accuracy.
Maxima and minima values for image scale and footprints, GSD and vertical accuracy
can be determined with reference to an available DTM, especially when AGL height
significantly varies over the acquisition area. These parameters have then to be compared
with those used during the redaction of the flight plan to validate it. If these checks provide
a positive answer, the process can proceed with the generation of point clouds [29] and
ortho-mosaics [78]. These are the main products that DAP is expected to generate and that
most applications base their deductions on.

2.4. Economical Convenience of DAP in Forestry

The following key aspects of DAP products in EFI can be summarized: (i) DAP
changes the paradigm in forest inventory, moving from the traditional ground survey
based on punctual observations (plots) that are assumed as representative of a wider
territorial context, to a continuous and dense 3D representation that makes possible tree
crowns characterization at whatever position in the surveyed area. Thus, from a statistical
point of view, DAP strongly reduces confidence intervals in forest inventory parameters
such as tree density, basal area, tree volume, finally resulting in more accurate estimates;
(ii) ordinary forest plots require a strong inference effort (at forest type level) difficult to
be validated. Differently, EFIs allow a complete area description, supplying reasonable
estimates of forest parameters in all PFA. On the other hand, DAP-derived products do not
allow direct detection of tree species, tree diameter at breast height and, in general, timber
quality. Therefore, some models are needed to give indirect estimates of these parameters
from those that can be directly measured from a CHM. Few ground measures continue
to be necessary in this context to opportunely calibrate and validate models relating
direct and indirect measures. Nevertheless, the number of plots could be significantly
lower than that required by ordinary FP. With these premises, a first economic assessment
is here proposed comparing ordinary FI approaches and EFI, based on DAP products.
The Piemonte Regional Forestry technical guidelines describe how to design forest plans
(Regional Law n. 4/2009 art. 11 c. 2). They report that a representative number of forest
plots have to be surveyed. This number relies on statistical concerns and can be obtained
by Equation (3) (forest type dependent).

n =

(
t·CV%

ε%

)2
(4)
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where n is the required number of plots, CV% is the coefficient of variation (in percentage)
of the tree basal area [79]; ε% is the expected error expressed as a percentage; and t is the
Student’s t-value.

2.5. The Case Study

To give evidence of how the above-mentioned concepts can find application in the
operational field, a case study was selected and analyzed. The aim was not to provide a
description of the entire workflow, but to focus on the acquisition step, including post-
flight validation of image blocks. In 2019, the Canavese Forestry Consortium (CFC), in
partnership with the GEO4Agri Lab of the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Food
Sciences (DISAFA) of the University of Torino (Grugliasco, Italy) and Digisky s.r.l., a private
company committed to DAP, conducted a photogrammetric survey aimed at supporting
the development of its forest plans. The above mentioned players were commissioned for
different tasks: CFC was in charge of providing auxiliary information concerning forests
of interest; Digisky was in charge of programming and operating flights according to its
ordinary procedures; DISAFA was in charge of processing data and testing consistency of
actual flight parameters after the flight with those programmed by Digisky, including a
verification of properness of acquisition for the expected forestry application. CFC was
established in 2002 as the reference management player for forests located in the Canavese
area (Piemonte region, northwest Italy). Forests managed by CFC (hereinafter called AOI)
spread over 23 municipalities and have an area of 2142 ha (Figure 3). Chestnut is the
prevalent tree species in the area.
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CFC. In grey the hill shading of the SRTM 1 Arc-Second 30 m [80] (coordinate reference system is
WGS 84/UTM zone 32 N).

2.6. Flight Plan

An aerial survey was operated in November 2019 to image part of the PFA (Figure 3).
A correspondent photogrammetric block was planned and acquired by Digisky according
to their ordinary workflow and criteria. According to the Digisky strategy, a flight plan
was designed to satisfy accuracy and resolution requirements and to ensure proper over-
lapping conditions suitable for both optimizing SfM performance and minimizing costs
of acquisition. The Phase-One iXM-RS150F RGB camera was used for all the acquisitions,
having the following technical features: focal length = 50 mm, physical pixel size = 3.76 µm,
sensor size = 53.4 × 40 mm. Aerial surveys were performed allocating the camera within
the SkyMetry©/SmartBay© platforms by Digisky (Figure 4). SkyMetry© is an integrated
solution which allows simultaneous data acquisition by different sensors: true color, multi-
spectral, and thermal cameras. SkyMetry© is a good solution for high-resolution mapping
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of the territory and infrastructure. It permits an automatic mission planning depending on
the geometric features of target areas and an optimized configuration of sensors. System
strength relies on its high reactivity, as a mission can be planned and executed within a day.
The web platform of the SkyMetry© system, after the acquisition plan is achieved, generates
a series of files needed during the flight for automatic management of on-board avionics.
SmartBay© thus manages the mission autonomously, supporting the pilot in following the
proper routes to obtain the expected result (through the COD screen, Crew Operator Deck)
and automatically enabling/disabling sensors. The system autonomously records metadata
for image approximated positioning and orientation that are automatically pushed onto a
flash memory located in the cockpit.
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Figure 4. (a) SmartBay© platform; (b) Tecnam P92 JS aerial; (c) Phase-One iXM-RS150F RGB camera.

After the flight, DISAFA proceeded to adjust the block, to validate flight requirements
and to produce a preliminary economical comparison between ordinary surveys and DAP
in the surveyed area using average costs for the involved items.

3. Results
3.1. Flight Plan Design

Flight plan was defined by Digisky according to its ordinary workflow and strategies,
taking care of the main requirements of images for forest applications. Planned values are
reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Planned values of the main geometrical parameters for the operated flights.

Parameter Value

Flying speed (km h−1) 165
Side overlap (%) 65

Forward overlap (%) 85
Nominal baseline (m) 192

Flight Line Distance (m) 598
Average AGL height (m) 1600

Average B/H ratio 0.12
Flight lines 14

Number of images 692
Nominal footprint (across track, m) 1709
Nominal footprint (along track, m) 1282

Nominal GSDH (m) 0.12
Nominal vertical accuracy (σz m @ σp = 0.5 pixel) 0.50

Programmed conditions appeared to satisfy forest requirements for broadleaves. In
fact, σz is consistent (better) with the accuracy of ordinary forest surveys for tree height
determination. Concerning the base to distance ratio (B/H), in [81] σz is demonstrated
to be inversely proportional to B/H: the larger the base, the smaller the Z error. In [82],
the authors suggest that optimal B/H values for DTM/DSM generation should range
between 0.5 and 1. According to Table 1, B/H ratio for the analyzed acquisition is expected
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to be equal to 192/1600 = 0.12 on average. This suggests that proposed forward overlap
values (85%), compliant with SfM, significantly reduce theoretical Z accuracy. In fact,
if a 0.5 value had been used for B/H, σz would have been equal to about 0.12 m, as
against 0.5 m. Unfortunately, given the camera orientation on board the airplane (longer
side across track), such a value would have determined a forward overlap of about 37%,
making it impossible to guarantee stereoscopic conditions along the strip. These few simple
arguments are intended to show how, necessarily, choices for a proper management of
photogrammetric acquisitions are always the result of a compromise whose balancing
must be given depending on the priority of the measures one is going to take. Within this
framework, to cover AOI, Digisky acquired a total of 692 images sizing about 101 Gb.

3.2. Image Block Resection

DISAFA proceeded to solve image block orientation by bundle adjustment. Ten
Ground Control Points (GCPs) were collected over the block. Imaged points associated
with stable territorial elements (e.g., building corners, road crossings, plinths, backhoes,
etc.) were recognized on available digital maps. As horizontal reference, the AGEA (Italian
Agency for Payments in Agriculture) digital orthoimages were used. These are released in
the WGS84 UTM32N reference system, were updated in 2018 and show an average GSD of
0.3 m. Positional accuracy is not declared, but it can be reasonably assumed as equal to 1
pixel (0.3 m). As vertical reference for GCPs, the DTM of the Piemonte Region was used.
It is released with a GSD of 5 m and a vertical accuracy of ±0.3 m in ordinary areas and
±0.6 m in urban and forested areas. Both data were made available free of charge through
the regional geoportal website (www.geoportale.piemonte.it (accessed on 3 August 2022)).
Number, distribution of GCPs within the block and flight plane representation are shown
in Figure 5.
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32 N).

Bundle adjustment was achieved by Agisoft Metashape 1.7.4 software that oper-
ates according to the SfM approach. It offers a processing method capable of automati-
cally recognizing a high number of homologous points among overlapping images and,
consequently, generating dense point clouds (PC). The following camera internal orien-
tation (IO) parameters were considered as additional unknowns during bundle adjust-
ment and their estimates generated to refine solution [83]: (Cx, Cy) = principal point
offset; (K1,K2,K3,K4) = radial distortion coefficients; (B1,B2) = affinity and skew (non-
orthogonality) transformation coefficients.; (P1, P2) = tangential distortion coefficients.
Previous experience using Agisoft showed that the numerical solution of the adjustment is
often reached when requiring IO parameters’ estimation, absorbing most of the uncertainty

www.geoportale.piemonte.it
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in the focal length (f) estimate; this solution proved to generate a significant variation in the
scale of measures, making deductions (mainly vertical) unreliable and significantly wrong.

Some further discussion would be needed to completely clarify under which condi-
tions these types of unfavorable solution can be generated by SfM-MVS. For example, it
is well-known that this is more probable where scene topography is flat; but similarly, it
can occur even in mountain areas when GCPs spatial distribution is not proper (i.e., they
are located in very similar height conditions). This situation cannot be excluded when
GCPs are derived from existing maps/orthoimages that, obviously, limit the possibility
of locating GCPs depending on local territorial elements. Given the operational scenario
we are discussing, where users are supposed to be weakly conscious of DAP theoretical
issues, we suggest operating fixing the focal length to its nominal value when operating
image bundle adjustment with IO estimation. Accordingly, for the example we are referring
to, the focal length was not included among the unknowns and was fixed to its nominal
value (50 mm). IO parameters are reported in Table 2 together with resection errors. Using
leave-one-out procedure in Agisoft Metashape involving GCP coordinates, horizontal
and vertical accuracies (MAEH and MAEV, respectively) were computed. Adjustment
solution was achieved using 161,000 Tie Points that Agisoft Metashape located using a
medium strategy.

Table 2. Camera internal parameters estimated by Agisoft Metashape. Cx, Cy—principal point
coordinates, K1, K2, K3, K4—radial distortion coefficients, P1, P2, P3, P4—tangential distortion
coefficients, B1, B2—affinity and non-orthogonality (skew) coefficients. Focal length was fixed at its
nominal value (0.05 m). In the last two lines, the table also reports horizontal and vertical accuracy as
computed by leave-one-out from GCPs after adjustment.

Interior Orientation Parameters Value
(# Pixels)

Cx 59.271
Cy −10.076
K1 −0.041
K2 0.041
K3 −0.032
K4 0.025
B1 −0.840
B2 −0.579
P1 0.000
P2 0.000
P3 0.000
P4 0.000

Horizontal Accuracy (MAEH, m) 0.7
Vertical Accuracy (MAEV, m) 1.8

Actual vertical uncertainty (σz = 1.80 m) appeared to be significantly higher than the
theoretical (σz = 0.50 m). This probably depends on positional errors affecting cartographic
data used for GCP acquisition. In these conditions, the former (1.80 m) is the one that has
to be taken into consideration for measuring purposes; in spite of this it, however, proved
to be comparable (even better) than the one affecting ordinary ground-based tree height
surveys [66].

3.3. Post-flight Validation of Acquisition

The estimates of EO parameters from image block adjustment were analyzed to test
consistency of flight with expected requirements. Flight plan variables were computed
back to compare their expected value with that actually achieved during the flight. The
analysis was performed by a self-developed routine implemented in the Interactive Data
Language vs. 8.0 programming language, taking care of the varying topography in the
area. Consequently, most parameters are reported as their minimum and maximum values
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depending on AGL height within the block as deduced by DTM. Results of tests are
reported in Table 3.

Table 3. A posteriori computed values of the main flight parameters. Values are obtained with refer-
ence to the extreme geometric situations found when exploring and processing external orientation
parameters as estimated by Agisoft Metashape for both blocks.

Flight Parameters Value

Min Terrain Elevation (m a.s.l.) 450
Max Terrain Elevation (m a.s.l.) 2150

Max AGL altitude (m) 2259
Min AGL altitude (m) 559

Average AGL altitude (m) 1700
Image scale (max) 11,178
Image scale (min) 45,178

GSD (max, m) 0.17
GSD (min, m) 0.04

Along track footprint (max, m) 1809
Along track footprint (min, m) 448
Across track footprint (max, m) 2413
Across track footprint (min, m) 597

Forward overlap (max, %) 89
Forward overlap (min, %) 55

Side overlap (max, %) 76
Side overlap (min, %) 6

Baseline (median value, m) 200
Flight Line distance (m) 558

B/H ratio 0.12
Nominal Vertical accuracy (min, m) 0.96
Nominal Vertical accuracy (max, m) 0.06

According to Tables 2 and 3, most of the programmed parameters for Digisky were
satisfied, making the data provided consistent with expected requirements.

3.4. Image Intersection

A dense point cloud was generated from the adjusted block by automatic intersection
following MVS (Multiple View Stereo) procedures. It is worth remembering that, in
forestry, PCs are at the basis of the effective description of tree structural characteristics
and that points belonging to the cloud are 3D spatially positioned in the same reference
system of GCPs. A critical issue to deal with is the final point density (pt/m2), that, for
forestry purposes, is expected to be higher than some points per m2 (possibly > 10) [84,85].
Image intersection was achieved using a medium strategy. Totally, 579,788,251 points were
measured during intersection to generate the correspondent Dense Cloud (DC). DC was
therefore exported in LAS format and analysed by LASTools (vs. 210,720) to get an estimate
of point density. This proved to be 5 pt/m2 in the area on average. If we compare this
value with the estimated average pixel size of images (GSD = (0.17 + 0.04)/2 = 0.11, see
Table 2), the intersection efficiency (number of points/number of pixels per m2) can be
computed. Since 1 m2 contains about 82 image pixels and five points of DC, the efficiency
can be estimated as 5/82 = 0.06 (6%). This means that, under the tested conditions and with
reference to the adopted strategies in Agisoft Metashape, the block was able to generate,
averagely, one point every 17 image pixels, corresponding to about a 4 × 4 pixels window.
Consequently, one can assume that a proper GSD for the DSM that can be generated
through DC regularization is 0.11 × 4 = 0.44 m. According to Equation (3), the minimum
height difference (∆h) that can be detected over a tree crown having an average slope of 35◦

from a DSM having a GSDD = 0.44 m is therefore 0.31 m. Again, the most limiting factor
appears to be the actual vertical accuracy (1.8 m) as estimated by leave-one-out during
image block bundle adjustment.
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3.5. Comparing DAP and Ground Based Surveys: Economic Issues in the CFC Area

In order to economically compare ground- and DAP-based surveys the expected
number of plots that a given forest stand requires has to be computed, as the most impacting
factor from the economic point of view. This can be estimated by Equation (4). As far as
the area managed by CFC is concerned, the following values were adopted: ε% = 10% and
t = 1.96 (i.e., 95% confidence level). CV% values for tree basal area were obtained from the
Piemonte Regional Forestry technical guidelines [86]. CV% of basal area was selected since
it is well known to be correlated to biomass, while it is not affected by the forest volume
estimation method. Results are listed in Table 4 for each of the forest types present in the
entire area that CFC is managing.

Table 4. Forest types in AOI as mapped by [62].

Forest Type Area (ha) CV% n

Turkey oak 62.5 46 81
European alder 25.8 51 100
Maple and Ash 34.9 54 112
Pioneer Stands 1251.0 54 112

Chestnut 508.0 45 78
Beech 28.6 42 68

Larch and Stone pine 30.8 52 104
Downy oak 44.0 52 104

Forest plantations 113.1 50 96
Black locust 43.0 56 120

Total 2142.0 975

Table 4 shows that a total of 975 sample plots is the representative sample size to
properly survey the dendro-metric features of the area for FI purposes. According to the
Italian Agronomist professional price list [87], the hourly forest practitioner cost is about
€56·h−1. A practitioner is expected to be able to survey two plots in one hour (circular plots
with 20 m radius). In AOI, according to Table 4, 10 forestry types are present; consequently,
the total cost for ground surveys can be estimated at about €27,300.

Conversely, the cost associated with a photogrammetric aerial survey can be estimated
as €5 ha−1 under the condition that a 1 h flight has to be minimally guaranteed. This can
be approximately thought to correspond to about 1000 ha of imaged forest. All these data
were supplied by Digisky, according to their ordinary working mode. Given the total size
of the area managed by CFC (2142 ha), the cost associated with the acquisition phase can be
estimated as 5 × 2142 = €10,710. Additionally, after the flight, a complete photogrammetric
workflow for image orientation and dense cloud, DSM and ortho-mosaic generation is
needed, together with post-processing steps (segmentation or local maxima) aimed at
retrieving dendro-metric parameters from CHM. These, necessarily, introduce additional
costs. To obtain an estimate of costs related to computational times associated with image
processing, the following considerations were made. Initially, we recorded times required
by the steps of the photogrammetric workflow, as manageable in Agisoft Metashape,
through a computer equipped with an Intel® Core (TM) i9-990 K CPU @ 3.6 GHz and
64 Gb RAM. It was found that, for the processed block, 3 h were required for data prepa-
ration, GCP measurement, bundle refinement and leave-one-out implementation. This
estimate does not include machine time. A skilled technician able to consciously manage
this step was assumed to cost €56 h−1. Assuming that four image blocks (according to
Digisky) are needed to completely describe CFC managed forests, a total cost of about 3 ×
4 × 56 = €670 can be estimated for this step. Since DAP also requires some ground surveys
to calibrate allometric models, three ground plots per hectare were assumed to be enough
for each forest type (10 in the area). Consequently, with reference to the above-mentioned
forestry practitioner (hourly cost estimated as €56 h−1) able to survey two plots per hour,
the cost associated with this step can be estimated as (10 × 3)/2 × 56 = €840.
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Concluding, the total cost associated with this DAP-based EFI can be estimated as
10,710 + 670 + 840 = €12,220. This makes it possible to state that DAP-based EFI determines
a potential saving of about 66% of costs with some further benefits such as measurement
repeatability and homogeneity and guaranteeing a more complete (wall-to-wall) knowledge
of the area. In fact it must be considered that, for this case study, only 1200 m2·ha−1,
corresponding to about the 12% of the PFA, were surveyed directly on the field. Future
developments will be expected to assess and compare FI precision, in terms of dendro-
metric survey accuracies, once both ground-based FI and DAP-based FI are available.

Despite this cost-saving, DAP-derived estimates cannot directly be compared to
ground ones. In fact, using ordinary ground-based sampling, much more information
can be collected (e.g., species composition, growth conditions, stand quality, forest sta-
tus/health). This lack could only be filled by integrating ground and remotely sensed
measures. Nevertheless, DAP-based EFI allows retrieval of forest measures that are sud-
denly available to the field surveyors before ground sampling. Therefore, the a priori
knowledge of the most common dendro-metric features (and their spatial variability) al-
lows optimization of the always expensive but mandatory field surveys by planning a
stratified or more focused ground survey.

4. Conclusions

In this work, a critical summary and some discussion were offered about the re-
quirements and potentialities of DAP in forestry, with a specific focus on FPs’ redaction.
In particular, the authors reviewed approaches and criteria needed to set a proper pho-
togrammetric acquisition able to guarantee adequate image resolution and accuracy. While
discussing general issues related to DAP in forestry, they highlighted the most critical issues
related to a correct setting of acquisition parameters. They also suggested a new approach,
based on silvicultural concerns, to decide the proper GSD of images during flight planning,
depending on the expected canopy shape (i.e., monopodial and sympodial forms). The
approach showed that conifer stands ordinarily require smaller GSD than broad-leaves to
be properly geometrically described by photogrammetric measures. A thorough discussion
was also offered about the accuracy of measures and post-flight evaluation of acquisition
conditions with special concerns for ordinary procedures for image block orientation. An
effort was made to show possible effects of technical choices on forest deductions, making
evident that a proper photogrammetric consciousness is mandatory to properly apply DAP
in the forest knowledge context.

In order to exemplify all these concerns a paradigmatic case study was presented
dealing with forests managed by CFC in Piemonte (NW Italy). A comparison was made
between traditional FI based deductions (survey types, timing and related costs) and those
from DAP in the EFI framework. It was demonstrated that, given the reduced positional
accuracy requirements of forestry measures, some simplifications can be introduced in
the photogrammetric workflow to reduce costs and speed up the process. From this point
of view, the most effective issue that was discussed was that related to GCP acquisition.
They were, in fact, derived from proper existing official geographical data, making it
possible to avoid expensive and time-consuming ground surveys. The properness of
this choice related to accuracy instances was demonstrated with reference to expected
quality of forest measures. Additionally, it was shown how, while committing image
acquisitions to external companies, it is possible to a posteriori test the properness of the
acquired image blocks and their consistency with programmed flight parameters. This test
entirely relied on the analysis of the estimated values of image EO parameters after bundle
adjustment. A preliminary cost analysis was also made comparing traditional FI, based on
a stratified sampling strategy, and EFI, based on DAP. Results made possible an estimated
cost saving of about 66% by using EFI in place of FI. It was also found that, while during
FI only a few hectares can be directly surveyed (about 1200 m2·ha−1), during EFI a direct
photogrammetrically based survey is possible for the whole area, highly improving the
overall knowledge of the forest stands. In spite of this, DAP is showing great potential in
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the technology transfer frame-work, even if some further developments should abandon
proof-of-concept studies and move towards more operative applications of DAP in forestry.
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